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INTRODUCTION

Hazel House is proud to offer you comprehensive individualized treatment along with a serene
and beautiful environment designed to allow you to focus on your mental health and spiritual
goals. Our mission is to deliver quality mental health services while demonstrating a high level
of respect and a deep level of commitment to our patients.
We specialize in caring for the whole person, not just their symptoms, tailoring our approach
by carefully selecting evidence-based approaches that best fit your specific situation,
personality, culture, values, and strengths.
We recognize that each individual is unique and possesses her own qualities and strengths
which are drawn upon in treatment. Therapy is tailored to meet each individuals’ needs,
because while symptoms may be the same, people are not. Our therapists bring a wide variety
of experience to our practice and therefore are able to address issues in many different areas.
This Handbook is to help you understand our program’s guidelines, schedules, procedures,
rules, expectations and core values, but it’s not comprehensive. We are glad you are here and
look forward to partnering with you towards recovery and wellness.
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HAZEL HOUSE

VISION
Our Vision is that Honey Lake Clinic will be an instrument that God uses to bring his love,
forgiveness, peace, joy, and deep healing in a practical and life-changing way.
A CLOSE-KNIT, HEALING COMMUNITY
Girls will discover that the environment at Honey Lake Clinic is most supportive and
encouraging. We’re a community here. A family. Doctors, therapists, clinicians, nurses, and
even other patients—we’re all here with one goal in mind, healing.
THE HONEY LAKE DIFFERENCE
•

Biblical Counsel

•

Outdoor activities

•

Holistic Approach

•

Compassionate and Comprehensive

•

Evidence Based Treatment and Therapies

•

Board Certified Psychiatrists, Psychologists,

•

Treatment
•

Healing Environment

Therapists, Behavior Analysts

•

Wrap Around Services

Differentiated Educational Plans

•

Innovative Programming
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OUR PRINCIPLES

Our program is based on the following beliefs & principles
The goal for our patients is to shape their recovery from behavioral and mood health disorders,
or addiction by offering holistic mind, body, and spirit solutions. Clinical services that are
critical to successful recovery include holistic and integrative psychiatric care, individual and
group counseling sessions, as well as several therapeutic experiences including but not limited
to equine therapy and art therapy. Utilizing multiple modalities of treatment can provide skills
and tools needed to prevent relapse, offer lifestyle changes, reduce risks, improve health, and
create new healthy relationships as your recovery progresses. You can expect to be treated
with dignity and respect. We also expect that staff will be treated with the same respect. You
will need to work with your care team to make informed decisions about your treatment needs,
plans, and goals. It is asked that you participate to the best of your abilities in order to achieve
the fullest potential and growth from treatment.
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WHAT SHOULD I BRING WITH ME?

CLOTHING

SHOES

You should bring one and a half weeks’

At least one pair of comfortable tennis shoe

worth of clothing (9 days); should be

type shoes that will be acceptable for hiking,

comfortable for exercise and movement,

walking and exercise. It is recommended

and be appropriate for seasonal weather.

patients also bring a pair of slippers as well.

Strapless, spaghetti strap, and tank tops
may not be worn without a cover or outside
of the patient’s bedroom.
PERSONAL HYGIENE ITEMS

PERSONAL MEDICATIONS

Remembering you will be in the program

Patient’s must bring all currently prescribed

at least 30 days please bring shampoo,

medications with them; All medications

conditioners, self-care items, to include

must be provided in their original labeled

feminine hygiene products as appropriate.

containers. Please leave all over the counter
medications at home

WEATHER SPECIFIC CLOTHING

SWIMSUITS

If you will be attending treatment during

As part of our program patient’s may

winter season please ensure you have a

participate in aquatic exercise experiences.

warm winter coat. In the summer please

Please ensure you bring one swim suit.

ensure you have a light jacket.

Bikini’s, thongs or suits with excessive cut-outs
and speedos are not considered appropriate
swimwear.

OTHER
Patients may bring any of the following if desired: ONE stuffed animal, a personal blanket,
appropriate photos of family and friends that are not framed, books for reading, sketchbook
(without wire binding), a small musical instrument
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WHAT NOT TO BRING TO THE FACILITY
(If you bring something you shouldn’t, it will be sent home with your family)

No Provocative Clothing - No short shorts, short skirts, short dresses, tank tops, bikinis,
strapless or midriff shirts, heels. No promotion of sex, drugs, alcohol, violence, or offensive
messages of any kind. No low cut, see through or skin-tight clothes and your midsection/
stomach must be completely covered.
(Leggings or bike shorts are ok if you wear a long shirt covering your behind)
(If you are dressed inappropriately, you will be asked to change your clothes)
No Perfume, cologne, aerosol spray deoderants, body sprays or aerosol products of any
No Mouthwash, facial toner or any other products containing alcohol.
(Haircare products are fine as long as alcohol is after the 4th ingredient)
No Food or snacks, including water, candy, mints or chewing gum.
No Jewelry – including earrings & tongue piercings. (One pair of stud style earring will be
allowed if there are no safety concerns).
No Makeup or cosmetic items.
No tanning oils, other self-tanning products, hair dye, bleaching products. Sunscreen will
be provided.
No artificial fingernails, and do not bring bottles of nail polish. Manicures are part of the
rewards system.
Nothing in glass bottles or has any glass parts. Everything must be in a plastic bottle.
(Exceptions may be made but will be kept locked and must be used in the presence of staff).
No hairdryers, curling irons or straighteners.
No razors, tweezers, nail clippers, scissors or cuticle clippers. Nair will be provided.
No underwire bras.
No cellphones or other electronics.
No Tobacco, smoking and vape products.
No adult material that promotes sex, drugs or alcohol
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WHAT NOT TO BRING TO THE FACILITY

No special or sentimental items.
No framed photos. Pictures are allowed to be taped up in your room.
No Face masks with a metal nose piece.
No large amounts of cash
No furniture items
No contraband items
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ADMISSION

Upon your admission to Hazel House, you will meet with agency staff and be oriented to
your program. You will be given a tour of the residential site including your sleeping and
living area, as well as the staff office. You will participate in an initial assessment with a nurse
and be assigned a Primary Therapist. You will also complete an intake packet where you will
sign your participation agreement and an inventory will be made of all your luggage and
personal property.
While you are finalizing your orientation and admissions, your family will meet with both the
clinical director and psychiatrist who will complete an assessment and discuss any concerns
your family may have.
During this time period you will meet your peers and other residential and clinical staff, and
determine in conjunction with your therapist what your daily programming will be. As a Hazel
House patient, you are required to participate in daily structured activities such as individual
and group therapy, educational and enrichment activities. During your pre-admission process,
you and your parents signed a detailed package explaining all of the programs policies and
procedures for the adolescent program at Honey Lake
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ORIENTATION

At orientation, this handbook will be presented to you, along with patient rules.
The therapist will review the behavior program and discharge criteria, daily schedule,
program activities, visitation, telephone privileges and an overview of the program and goals
for treatment. You will then participate in a tour of the campus, including an explanation of
the physical layout, postings, and emergency procedures. This is also a great time to meet all
available staff! The following information is provided at orientation:
•

Identification of key staff and their roles

•

Review of the emergency evacuation

•

Review of the visitation schedule and
policies

procedures

•

Review of telephone procedures

•

Tour of the program

•

Review of program rules governing patient

•

Review of the daily program schedule

•

Copy of the grievance procedure, and

conduct

review of the procedure (see attachment)
•

•

Review of policies identifying contraband

•

Review of the program’s dress code and
expectations relative to patient’s hygiene

Review of the patient’s rights, including

practices

how to contact the Florida Abuse Hotline

•

and or Inspector General

•

Eligibility criteria for off campus activities

Review of the program goals and services

•

Review of the program’s search policy

•

Review of the consequences which may

available
•

•

Review of the procedure to access medical

result when patients violate rules

care

of the program

Review of the procedure to access mental
health and substance abuse care

•

Review of the performance contracting

Review of the correspondence policy

•

Review of the HIPPA confidentiality
standards

process and its impact on eligibility
for release from the program
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CORE VALUES

RESPECT
“We believe in Respect; we believe that you should respect yourself and others. We believe
that you should respect each other’s privacy and property. We believe that you should respect
the authority of others and the beliefs of others. But mostly, we believe that you should respect
the goals you have set for yourself and respect the opportunity you have to achieve them.”
You are expected to do the following to show Respect:
•

You are expected to not swear or use any inappropriate language.

•

You are expected to follow the dress code and keep yourself in a clean and
orderly manner.

•

You are expected to be attentive in class, group, and at any appointment with staff.

•

You are expected not to go into unauthorized areas.

•

You are expected not to belittle or degrade your fellow patients.

•

You are expected not to enter another patients personal area.

•

You are expected not to damage or destroy community property
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CORE VALUES

RESPONSIBILITY
“We believe in Responsibility; we believe that you should take responsibility for your own
actions and accept your responsibilities. We believe that responsibility means to stand up and
do what is right, regardless.”
You are expected to do the following to show Responsibility:
•

You are expected to keep your bed made.

•

You are expected to keep your personal area clean.

•

You are expected to keep the day room neat and clean.

•

You are expected to put your dirty laundry in the proper place after showers.

•

You are expected to keep up with your own laundry.

•

You are expected to deposit your tray, eating utensils and trash in the appropriate place
after every meal.

•

You are expected to apply yourself in class and group.

•

You are expected to be on time to all appointments with staff.
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CORE VALUES

SAFETY
“We believe in Safety; we believe that you should refrain from doing anything that puts Staff,
Students, Visitors, and community property at risk or danger.”
You are expected to do the following to be Safe:
•

You are expected to clean up any “mess” you’ve made.

•

You are expected to follow the safety rules.

•

You are expected to follow all instruction from Staff.

•

You are expected not to horseplay at any time.

•

You are expected to wear your seat belt whenever in a moving vehicle.

•

You are expected not to introduce contraband onto campus.
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THE BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Hazel House Behavior Management System (BMS) is based on the principles of
behavior Analysis. Each day patients are given 25 points in the morning. All points are kept
if behaviors, chores and participation remain positive. The points are tallied at the end of
the day and added to their virtual bank to be used to purchase a variety of desired items
such as spas services, extra snacks, extra phone time, extra equine time or taking over the
kitchen to bake some goodies or participation in off-property field trips. The focus of this system
is positive reinforcement. Patients have responded well to the BMS and it is easily replicated
when the patient returns home.
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WELLNESS AGREEMENT

HAZEL HOUSE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
BEHAVIORAL WELLNESS AGREEMENT
This document was signed prior to your admission.
I will attend and participate in daily programming and psychiatric appointments.
Participation is a vital part of the therapy process. The expectation is that, as a patient,
you will participate in the daily schedule, attending individual and group sessions and school.
Participation requires actively listening and engaging in conversation and working on individual assignments.
I will comply with Medication Management.
Medications may be prescribed by the psychiatrist or ARNP after consultation with patient and
parents.
I will eat at every meal, enough to sustain mental and physical performance.
Our bodies need energy to participate in activities that lead to our healing. Energy comes from
the foods we eat. Each patient is provided a balanced meal and several additional options to
meet the needed caloric intake needed for optimal functioning. Patients are required to eat 3
meals a day and/or to follow medical guidelines from the ARNP.
I will not engage in any physically aggressive or threatening behaviors.
Hazel house needs to be a place where patients feel safe to be vulnerable, safe to work on
trauma, mental health, and emotional issues. We ask that patients treat peers and staff in a
respectful manner. Aggressive behaviors, whether they be physical or threatening, will not be
tolerated.
I will not engage in any sexual or romantic relationships while at Hazel House.
Working on your mental and emotional self is your primary task while at Hazel House. While
we hope you will develop healthy relationships, relationships outside a platonic friendship are
not permitted.
Violation of any of these agreed upon expectations will result in consequences or immediate
(within 72 hours) discharge from the program.
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EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

OUR SCHOOL
Our Educational Coordinator, specializes in alternative educational settings. She puts her
vast experience into making sure each of our adolescent patients get the most out of every
educational opportunity while they are here, beginning at intake and admission, and carrying
through each patients entire stay. Our staff also includes other exceptional educators,
experienced teachers and tutors, who work directly with the patients, relative to each girl’s
individual needs.
WHAT IS INCLUDED?
•

Courses Through Liberty University Online Academy

•

Individualized Instruction

•

Tutoring & Specialized Instruction

•

Non-typical, Student Centered Classroom

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
As a part of the admission process, parents request an official sealed transcript from their
daughter’s school of record. These records help us tailor the education program to each girl’s
specific needs.
At Hazel House, we will use Liberty University Online Academy (LUOA) to ensure that your
daughter will stay on track with her academic programming. LUOA provides a flexible
yet sructured program designed to meet the needs of each patient! Our lead educator will
be on site at all times to ensure your daughter’s academic success. Special exceptions
can be made to participate in your home school’s virtual learning option, contingent upon
Educational Coordinaor approval. This curriculum is paired with strategically designed
instructionalmaterials and learning opportunities, ensuring our educational program meets the
academic, social, emotional and spiritual needs of each student.
Our education program is year-round. Yes, the education program continues through the
summertime. For those students who’ve fallen behind—which is very common among students
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in treatment—this is an ideal window in which to pick up skills they’d missed. For those students
who are not behind, this is an excellent opportunity to further refine and hone
their skills.

TUTORING & SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTION
As we serve patients of all ability levels, our additional teacher-led instruction time is integral
to each patients success. Patients also have access to supplemental interventions and will
receive individual tutoring time embedded throughout their day, contingent upon their
individual needs. This is patient-centered and inquiry-based education, empowering patients
of all backgrounds and learning abilities to build and apply knowledge to intellectual and
social problems. Our hands-on approach to learning promotes engagement and investment of
patients across contexts.
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NON-TYPICAL, STUDENT CENTERED CLASSROOM

Designed to meet the diverse needs of all of our patients, our education space looks nothing
like a typical classroom. Rather, our space is a most inviting and comfortable patient centered
learning lab. This environment lends itself perfectly to the daily routine the girls undertake,
allowing them to access their particular curriculum in a way they are most comfortable.
As every student is unique and each of their educational journeys differ, our educaiton space
at Hazel House is designed using evidence-based practices and flexible seating to address
a wide variety of learning styles. Students step into their 21st Century Learning Lab excited
to create and learn. This aproach to design is centered around community, comfort, health
communication and collaboration.This approach to design is centered around community,
comfort, health, communication and collaboration.
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MAIL
Mail can only be sent out to immediate family. Parents and therapists will discuss if other
individuals can be added for therapeutic value. To ensure against contraband and suspicious
deliveries, our staff will open and read all mail and packages sent to patients at Hazel House.
No food items are to be sent without prior permission from the clinical director. All mail should
be sent in this format:
Patient’s Name
c/o Hazel House
1449 NW Honey Lake Road
Greenville, FL 32331
CONTRABAND
Hazel House implements and maintains a system to prevent the introduction of contraband into
Hazel House and to identify contraband items and materials through personal and
room searches. Contraband is considered to be any items not provided to the patient upon
intake or listed as an authorized item. Prior to admission, the patient was provided with a list
of items that are considered to be contraband. Depending on the severity of the contraband
infraction the care team may determine the form of action and/or consequence deemed
necessary. Contraband includes but is not limited to
•

Illegal items

•

Illegal substances (drugs, to include

•

Keys, or any item deemed unsafe or a
threat

prescription or over the counter

•

Cash

medications, alcohol, etc.) and

•

Food or drinks

paraphernalia
•

Pornographic materials

•

Items displaying gang related symbols
or explicit language to include clothing,
music, and books

At the discretion of Hazel House, contraband that is not illegal shall be stored and returned to
the patient upon release. In all Instances involving the confiscation of contraband that is illegal,
The confiscated item(s) shall be turned over to law enforcement authorities and a criminal
report filed.
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ELECTRONIC DEVICES
No electronic devices are allowed on premises. There are facility devices that can be utilized
for specific instances, as approved by therapeutic and support staff.
SMOKE/VAPE/TOBACCO FREE
Hazel House, deeply values the safety and well-being of all patients and employees. Smoking
and other tobacco use are not permitted in any buildings on campus. Hazel House maintains
smoke and tobacco free buildings and offices. No smoking or other use of tobacco products
are permitted in any part of any buildings on the campus.
BEDROOMS
Patients are not allowed in their peer’s room. Only the Clinical Director may initiate room
assignment changes. This will be done in order to meet program needs. Patients are
expected to keep their belongings stored neatly in the provided storage areas. Trash will
be disposed of in the proper containers. Beds are to be made each morning and rooms
straightened each morning and evening. Patients are to be respectful of others by not moving
or tampering with others’ belongings, being quiet during sleeping hours, and maintaining a
clean and safe environment.
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PATIENT RIGHTS
Patient rights are posted in common areas, easily accessible to the patient.
Individuals receiving services from Hazel House have the right:
•

To be treated with dignity and respect

•

To receive services regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, age, handicap, or the course of
financial support

•

To obtain from her counselor, current information regarding diagnosis, treatment and
prognosis in terms the patient can reasonably understand unless it is detrimental to her
present condition

•

To receive from her counselor information necessary to give informed consent prior to the
start if any procedure and/or treatment

•

To refuse treatment and receive information from the clinical staff about any consequences
that may occur as a result

•

To every consideration of privacy concerning her treatment program. Case discussion,
consultation, examination and treatment are confidential and should be conducted
discreetly. Those not directly involved in the patient’s care must have permission of the
patient to be present
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

The Hazel House Grievance Procedure consists of three parts that include:
PART ONE

The first step in the grievance procedure must be personal contact. It is the Patient’s
responsibility to contact the person involved and talk about the matter in a calm and polite
way. If this conference does not resolve the problem, the Patient will meet with their Primary
Therapist to discuss the issue and complete and submit a grievance or submit a previously
written grievance. This meeting must occur within 3 days of submission of the grievance.
The grievance form includes a section for the Patient to complete after the conference with
the Primary Therapist that explains in the Patient’s own words whether the Patient agrees or
disagrees as well as the Patient’s opinions on how to solve the problem. If the grievance is
related to the Primary Therapist, the grievance form will be submitted directly to the Medical
Operations Director. If the Patient agrees, then the resolution is implemented and this is
considered resolved.
PART TWO

Within 3 days of the Part 1 completion, the Medical Operations Director will formally
meet with the Patient to discuss the situation. Upon conclusion of the meeting, the Medical
Operations Director will complete the Part 2 resolution section of the grievance form. Patients
will sign the form, indicating if they agree or disagree with the resolution provided by the
Medical Operations Director. If the Patient disagrees with the resolution made by the Medical
Operations Director, the process will move to Part 3
PART THREE

Within 3 days of Part 2 completion, the Facility Administrator will formally meet with
the Patient to discuss the situation. Upon conclusion of the meeting, the Services Facility
Administrator will complete the Part 3 and final resolution section of the grievance form.
Patients will sign the form, indicating if they agree or disagree with the final resolution
provided by the Facility Administrator.
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